
Instruction manual  
First Time Use 
1. Assembly stand with lamp head return the lamp, then push all around the stand to properly engage on the head. Once 
the lamp assembly, you hear "clack".  
2. Install solar panel: turn clockwise 
  If the solar panel is covered by a protective film, remove it before using the product. Remove the 
pull-tab from the battery compartment. Place the solar light in a location where it can receive a full 8 
hours of sunlight to allow the rechargeable batteries to reach maximum capacity. 
 
 
Battery replacement 
Note: this operation should be done in the morning on a sunny day. This will allow the 
lamp to receive a full 8 hours of sunlight so that the rechargeable battery can reach 
maximum capacity. 
·Remove the solar puck by turning it counter-clockwise.  
·Remove battery covers by unscrewing the 3 screws on the battery compartment. 
·Remove the old battery and replace with a new AA size 1.2V rechargeable battery of 
same or greater capacity (mAh). ----------------- USE RECHARGEABLE BATTERY ONLY! 
� Be sure to insert the battery in the proper direction. 
� Replace the battery covers. 
� Replace the cover by turning clockwise. 
 
Troubleshooting and Caution
If solar panel gets dirty, the charging capacity will be reduced. Clean panel occasionally with a soft cloth – avoid harsh 
detergents or solvents as these would damage the solar panel.
If your solar light does not operate properly at night, it may be caused by one of the following:
·Ensure that the solar lamp is in a bright sunny location and not in a shady are during the day.
·Make sure that you pull out the tab from battery compartment
·Other lights can cause flickering in a solar light or even prevent it operating.
·Check the battery in case it needs replacing: see “Battery replacement” above.
 
Note:
·Safe for outdoor use.
·Remove the battery if consumed or if the product is to be left unused for a long period of time.
·Low winter light level in your location may lead you to decide to store your light indoor until condition improved. If so, 
clean and dry the light, put the “Pull-tab” in or remove the battery. Store in a dry spot and reassemble in spring as 
described in “First time use”


